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About This Content

The Unlock Online pack does exactly what it says on the tin, by giving you the opportunity to unlock all the customisable fun of
mutiplayer billiards with the Online portion of Pool Nation FX, which includes:

Ten different game types including, Snooker, 8 Ball UK, Speed, Rotation, Golf, Straight, 8 Ball US, 9Ball, 3 Ball
& Killer

Online Leagues, starting out in league 10 and working your way up to league 1 - you must play with skill to win

All Aiming Aids unlocked, Novice, pro, veteran or Aiming Aid Off

Play for Cash, with higher bets from $25 to $50,00 PN Dollars

Friendlies, invite friends, make new friends and invite to online matches - even if they haven't got the Access All
Areas Online pack, customisable rule-sets, cues balls, decals and locations to collect

Spectate matches live online

*Download this game play it without making in-game purchases. Optional in-game purchases are available that may enhance
your gameplay experience but are not necessary to complete the game, DLC has been created to save time in downloading all
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unlockable assets in game for those who wish to do so.
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Title: Pool Nation FX - Unlock Online
Genre: Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Cherry Pop Games
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2015
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English,French,Italian,German
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A great a learning tool. Highly recommend.. Beautiful art, relaxing music, good old memories.
How i miss the good old days watching this, such beautiful life with almost-no-presence of a stupid phone.. I would have liked
this game, but:

CON:
- *AWEFUL* controls:
  movement with arrow key, jump with space,
  1-2 plane switch with *MOUSE BUTTON* <--- holy bull sh!t !!!!!!
- no manual control config
- no controller support

PRO:
+ nice simplistic art style. Made that red haired girl fall into a pit of zombies 10/10. I want y mony back!!!!
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Darrel and Xanthe do an amazing job bringing life to the characters. Whoever directed this, great job!!! Got this on PS4 and
again on Steam cause why not I ain't got no VITA but my laptop is portable.. I thought this game deserved another review from
an inconspicuous source.
Super Stone Legacy is a fun hybrid of Rogue-lite\/Dungeon Crawl\/Hack and Slash styles that should please any fans of
similar games. It is immediately easy to grasp the feel of the characters (I got to level 5-3 on my first shot) and the controls
are intuitive. The graphics and gameplay have a nice retro feel and it's fun to encounter new bosses and enemies as you
progress further into the game. This is one of the better, more arcadey style of games in this genre currently on steam.. A
pretty good Arcade Racer, excellent for the price of $0.99 that I paid for it.
Even plays well with the Xbox 360 controller.. I will update this review.
First 15 Minutes: You can get to Level 11 of 25 total in that Time.
Level 10 is the first one that took me some time.

Observations: Start is Top, Exit at the Bottom. I find that boring.

A Timer with Online-Scores would habe been great.

It is played with the arrow keys and works ok
Music can be turned off for the Level by clicking on the speaker top left.

To get to the last Level took me 90 Minutes. I played quite relaxed so I guess the max. you need is 2h.

All Levels seem to be the same size except Level 25 which is narrower.

I will try the last Level (Bonus Level) now.

So the game time is quite short but fun. If you are allright with it, buy this game.

A second part would be great - maybe with
- A Level Editor
- Stopwatch \/ List of Times you needed to beat the maze
- You can find colored keys that match colored doors so you need to get a key\/keycard first

I know there are a lot of games like this they are more complex

but there is another reason:

I will buy this game also for my dad. He is old so he needs some brain workout and ganz handle complex games so this is just
right for him. nice game men but only 1 level ? -.- release more i wanna PLAY !! come on !. 10/10 tottaly worth it.. fix the
damn long range defense weapons jesus christ it becomes unbarebly to play. I Dont Like It. It Bad. Prism Collider is an
action puzzle game with the objective to maneuver your way through a maze while avoiding enemies, and collecting chips
which sometimes unlock areas which were not accessible before. The maze is designed with two layers - a white one and a red
one, and you can switch between them only at designated points. You move around by using the arrows on the keyboard.
Purple teleporters allow you to become impervious to all walls, so you can travel to another purple teleporter, and continue
from there.

Some levels are easy, while some are more challenging. The harder levels are hard enough to cause frustration, but if you
keep trying, you will prevail. The enemies can only go so fast, so its a just a matter of keeping on your toes.

Visuals are simple, but the game is a fun experience at a cheap price. There are 30 levels included.. This is the best game
about RUSSIA! This is so russian, I am crying. Thank you verry much Agafonoff!
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